Professionals Dedicated
to The Science of Game Testing

Welcome to Enzyme Labs
Professionals Dedicated to the Science of Game Testing
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Welcome to Enzyme Labs, a dedicated large
scale multilingual ISO 9001:2000 certified game
testing company with secure facilities, that helps
video game publishers and developers reduce
production costs, enhance the gaming experience
and shorten time to market by providing
multi-platform world class pre-certification,
functionality, linguistic testing, game-play, focus
group and product evaluation, compatibility,
connectivity, MMOG, load testing and customer
support services.
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Why Choose to Work with Us
Enzyme Labs is one of the few companies in the world
that has an in-house multilingual dedicated staff and
provides fully integrated services dedicated to game
testing. We provide cost effective and flexible testing
solutions, fast turnaround times and follow rigorous
testing procedures. We recently received our ISO
9001:2000 certification for functionality and linguistic
testing based on our ongoing commitment to provide our
customers with quality services while maintaining the
highest possible standards for our testing procedures.
The ISO 9001:2000 certificate of registration ensures
that organizations can consistently deliver products and
services that meet customers’ quality and regulatory
requirements, while enhancing customer satisfaction and
sustaining performance improvements in pursuit of such
objectives.

Lab Managers and Technicians
At Enzyme Labs we only hire talent that is passionate
about games. Our Lab managers are all experienced
in project management and the rigorous testing
procedures and techniques we developed to deliver
uncompromising quality assurance for our clients.
All of our lab technicians are enthusiastic gamers
that are fully trained in our processes and procedures before being assigned to a project. Also, to
facilitate communications with our clients, we have
native speaking French, English, German and
Japanese project managers.

Lead Scientists
Our senior management team are veterans of the video
game industry with extensive experience in the areas of
game development, publishing, testing and management
with some of the largest and most successful companies
in the business.

Our large in-house international staff totaling over
250 managers and technicians, makes us one of
the only game testing labs in the world to offer our
services in multiple languages based on the major
console language capabilities including: English,
European (FIGS) and Nordic markets Danish, Finnish,
Norwegian, Dutch and Swedish as well as Japanese.

Yan Cyr

Emmanuel Viau

Nicolas Liorzou

President and CEO

Vice-President and COO

General Manager

Named Young Canadian
Entrepreneur of the Year
in 2000 and finalist for the
Ernst & Young Entrepreneur
Of The Year® award in 2006,
Yan founded and managed a
successful company specialized in game development,
special effects and animation which was subsequently
sold to ICE, a large Canadian
distributor and publisher
of video games where he
assumed the role of VicePresident Market
Development before
creating Enzyme Labs.

Emmanuel has over 20 years
of experience in the video
game industry and was named
as a finalist for the Ernst &
Young Entrepreneur Of The
Year® award in 2006. Prior to
joining Enzyme Labs, he held
the position of Vice-President
at Vivendi Universal Games
Europe, one of the largest
video game publishers in the
world. Emmanuel was also
the founder of two successful
gaming industry companies,
Ere Informatique (1983) and
Novtech (1989).

Nicolas fluently speaks 4
languages and is a graduate
of the prestigious Institut
d’Études Politiques de Paris.
Before joining Enzyme Labs
in 2005, he spent 5 years
working in the transportation, manufacturing, nuclear
and hydro electric industries
acting as a senior organizational consultant for companies such as Alstom, EDF and
RTE among others. He was
appointed General Manager of
Enzyme Labs in January 2006.

Our Culture is Having Fun
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Unlike many companies in the industry, Enzyme
Labs prides itself on the large in-house staff that
we maintain throughout the year. We value our
employees and believe that keeping them happy
is the best way to ensure delivering quality to our
customers.
At Enzyme Labs, in addition to on-going training
programs, we provide all of our employees with
a complete benefits package, access to a games
room and two cafeterias. We have a very active
social committee that organizes outings, video
game tournaments, the corporate soccer team,
contests and publishes an internal newsletter.
We believe our success comes from our team
and that’s why we put a great deal of effort into
keeping them happy.

Lab Services
Enzyme Labs provides a complete range
of game testing and pre-certification
services for all major gaming platforms
in addition to linguistic, MMOG, load
testing, focus group, product evaluation
and customer support services that will
reduce your time to market, increase
productivity and reduce your development costs to ensure your customers
enjoy a trouble free gaming experience.
We are recognized as an official “Authorized Microsoft XboxTM and Xbox360TM
Games Test Vendor and certified as a
video game testing and pre-certification
facility on all other major console
platforms. These accreditations,
combined with our privileged
relationship with all major hardware
and console manufacturers will ensure
that your games are tested using the
latest available technology to ensure
maximum compatibility and market
penetration potential.l.

{

XboxTM and Xbox360TM are registered tradmarks of Microsoft Corporation.

Jean-François Gagné
alias: Jeffpita

{

Steve Paquin
alias: Bloodrainer

Multilingual Pre-Certification and Game Balancing
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Enzyme Labs is one of the only game testing facilities in the world to offer a complete
range of game-play, game balancing, focus groups and pre-certification services in
multiple languages.
Our professional team of Lab Managers and Testers will put your game through
our specifically designed series of tests that will ensure your game reaches its full
marketing potential and you receive pre-certification so that your game is ready to be
introduced to the worldwide gaming market simultaneously in multiple languages.
Enzyme Labs can perform game balancing and pre-certification in any or all of the
following languages:
English
French
Italian
German
Spanish

Danish
Finnish
Norwegian
Swedish
Dutch

Chinese
Japanese

We Make Sure
People Love
Your Games
Pre-Certification Lab
Enzyme Labs will perform multilingual pre-certification tests on your games for all
major console platforms and handheld devices. We have developed a sophisticated set
of tools that ensures your game complies with every aspect of the certification requirements established by the console and handheld manufacturers including all localized
official terminologies.
Our privileged relationship with all the leading manufacturers ensures our specifications are always up-to-date and permits you to rapidly receive your approval rating and
minimize your time to market. Our first submission pass rate is one of the highest in the
industry.

Gameplay, Functionality and Balancing Lab
Enzyme Labs only hires talent that is passionate about games. This is why we are the
perfect partner to evaluate the playability of your game, recommend changes and additions that will optimize the probability of commercial success and maximize the gaming
experience for your customers. We perform an in-depth analysis of your game using
focus groups and our most demanding game testers to provide you with a comprehensive detailed report outlining functionality, gameplay and balancing issues, along with
specific recommendations that will undoubtedly help make your newest game
a market leader.

Focus Group and Video Game Evaluation Services
Enzyme Labs will provide you with valuable insight and a market barometer to make
sure you achieve maximum commercial success with your latest game in all of your
targeted markets. Our vast experience in testing all types of video games on all major
platforms from strategy, simulation and first person shooters to educational titles
enables you to tap our knowledge and fine-tune your product for the North American,
European and Asian markets before you introduce your game.

Our focus group services are designed to provide you
with the feedback you need from all types of gamers and
industry professionals on the critical aspects of your product
including:
•

• Character

• Cultural

• Game

Marketability
Design
• Graphics

• Game

Design
Play
• Features

• Game

Acceptance
Control
• Innovations

Linguistic Testing and Localization
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At Enzyme Labs we know the value of tailoring your game titles to specific markets.
Success of a new game title in the worldwide gaming market is as dependent on the
playability, concept and innovation within a game as it is to the care and dedication each
localized edition receives to ensure it accurately reflects the culture and the language of
the market to be served.

Enzyme Labs can perform game localization and linguistic testing in any or all of the
following languages:
French
Italian
German
Spanish

Danish
Finnish
Norwegian
Swedish
Dutch

Chinese
Japanese

L
Linguistics Lab
Our linguistics lab will test all of your in-game texts to
validate grammar, syntax, spelling and proper location
on a variety of different platforms to ensure compliance
with all console and handheld manufacturers localized
official terminologies. In addition, we will also review and
perform exhaustive language tests to ensure your text
and audio respect the cultural aspects of a games’ local
edition, remains in context and is consistent throughout.

Localization Lab
Enzyme Labs has extensive in-house resources to provide
you with expert cultural validation services on multiple
console platforms, handheld devices, PC and Mac.
We evaluate and recommend changes to your game
based on our expert test procedures, focus groups
and cultural validation process to ensure your game
is balanced, culturally relevant and accurate for its
intended market.

enzyme

All
A
ll Over the World,
People Love to Play

Translation Lab
Enzyme Labs has a fully staffed translation lab that can
translate your in-game missing strings and provide
linguistic support for your game. Our professional
translators can adapt your content within the context
of our linguistic tests in over 12 languages.

Functionality and
Compatibility Testing
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Delivering a flawless gaming experience to your customers
is becoming increasingly complex because of the varied
network configurations, peripherals, computer hardware
combinations and the advancements in game engines that
have increased the sophistication of functionality in games
available on the market today. It is imperative that your
game be tested for functionality flaws and compatibility
on as many combinations as possible; from joysticks to
processors, video and sound cards to multiple connections speeds and TV’s including the latest plasmas, HDTV
and audio systems. At Enzyme Labs we can test your video
game on well over 300 configurations to ensure maximum
market compatibility.

Your Customers
Deserve a Flawless
Gaming Experience
Functionality Lab
Enzyme Labs has developed and implemented some of
the industry’s most complete and rigorous game testing
procedures and processes available
to game publishers and developers
on the market today. We begin with
functionality tests that validate the
performance of your game on multiple
console platforms, handheld devices,
PC and Mac, then we test all aspects of your software to
ensure any flaws, irregularities or deficiencies in your
video game are corrected.

Hardware Lab
Our hardware testing lab is extensively
equipped to test the compatibility of your
latest games on both PC and Mac platforms. In addition, our privileged relationship with the leading hardware manufacturers permits us to offer you all the latest
compatibility tests, in multiple languages,
using the most up-to-date operating systems including
Vista, video cards, sound cards, processors, keyboards and
game play peripherals available on the market today.

Network Lab
With the ever expanding number of gamers
that enjoy testing their skills against a
wide variety of opponents through LAN
gaming weekends, the proliferation of
online game play, interactive console
play or simply remote person-to-person
video gaming, Enzyme Labs ensures that your game can
provide optimized reaction times on a wide variety of LAN,
routers, WiFi and network hardware/software configurations as well as variable internet connections and latency
to maximize the interactive game play experience using
our LanForge testing setup. We can load test your game
simultaneously with up to 250 experienced gamers for as
little as one hour if required.

Multiplayer Online Gaming
The online games of the future are where millions of
gamers will test their skills against each other simultaneously in an ever changing and challenging environment. Enzyme Labs has developed testing procedures,
processes and community management services that will
make sure you are ready to handle the load.

Online Lab
Our online lab is one of the most sophisticated and extensively equipped on the market today, it accommodates up
to 250 testers simultaneously on PC stations and gaming
consoles. Our dedicated internet connections, LanForge
and WiFi setups, variety of routers and state-of-the art
servers allow our team of professional testers to perform
a variety of tests that simulate actual multiplayer environments and playing conditions. We will test your game
environment for functionality, load stress, internet connection speeds, latency and packet loss. Additional tests
will also be performed to ensure you deliver the quality
gaming experience your customers have come to expect
from your products.

Are You Ready to
Handle the Load

Making Sure You Stand
Behind Your Games...
Keeps your customers happy !
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Multilingual Customer Support
and Community Management

At Enzyme Labs, we know the importance of providing
fast and efficient customer service and providing answers
to any game related issues customers can encounter.
We can provide complete customer support services by
phone or on the internet in over 12 languages. Other
languages can be accommodated on request.

Customer Support Lab
At Enzyme Labs we make sure that any customer care
issues or technical support requirements are handled
directly by our dedicated and fully trained staff that are
themselves passionate about games. We can provide 24/7
worldwide customer support in multiple languages and
will immediately document all questions and comments
from your customers. In addition, if a more complex
recurring issue should arise we can immediately test
your game in our compatibility and game test
lab facilities.

At Enzyme Labs, we know how important it is to provide
fully integrated support services for your games. We
can customize our solutions to your needs and your
customers will think we are part of your company. We
offer web-based services that include a fully functional,
company branded website with complete knowledge base
and search engine in addition to Email customer support
based on templates for complex problem inquiries that
generate a written support request. Also, we can provide
multilingual operator assisted phone support. Select any,
all or a combination of our customer support services
and we will make sure you stand behind your games.

Beta Tester and Community
Management Lab
Massively multiplayer online gaming requires that your
game be thoroughly tested and that once launched in
a live environment adequate resources are in place to
handle and manage the growth of your game as it
becomes increasingly popular.
Enzyme Labs has a database of qualified beta-testers
that will test the limits of your game in its real playing
environment – the Internet. We will then provide you
with a detailed and comprehensive report outlining our
recommendations and identifying game flaws to be corrected prior to a public launch. Also, our team manages,
trains and continually recruits new qualified Beta testers
to provide you with an ever increasing volume of testers
as the popularity of MMOG continues to grow.

As the success of your new MMOG grows, so do the
resources required for registration, payment processing,
game access, forum management, customer support
and general community management. Enzyme Labs can
provide you with a tailor made cost effective solution to
manage your gaming community as it grows with the
popularity of your game.

Lab Facilities

Your Triple A Titles
Deserve State-ofthe-Art Facilities

The Labs
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Enzyme Labs is a Canadian company located in SteAdele, 70 kilometres north of Montreal, Quebec, just 45
minutes from Pierre Trudeau International Airport. Our
state of-the-art 19 000 square foot (2000m2) facility is
home to our many testing labs that are equipped with the
latest computer technology, hardware, game consoles
and dedicated high speed fiber optic internet access. The
space has been designed to be ergonomically functional
while being respectful of the highly confidential nature of
the projects of our clients. The facility is also a reflection of the global gaming culture that has proliferated
in the last few years. As such, we are equipped to
operate with shift work and on weekends to
meet the requirements of our clients.
Our international native
gamer staff in combination
with our vast game testing
experience will undoubtedly
benefit your products. Our facility
is designed to be rapidly scalable
to accommodate up to 500 testers
to meet the requirements of any large-scale
testing project. In addition we operate a 3,000 square
foot (300 m2 ) customer support and testing facility in
Montreal.

Lab Security

Lab Clients

Enzyme Labs recognizes the importance of security and
confidentiality both physically and procedurally in the
process of delivering our services. We have designed
best of class confidentiality and security processes
that include staff assignments, game copy delivery,
accounting and game storage in addition to a secure IT
network with controlled internet access and separate
dedicated client FTP servers. The facility is equipped
with 24/7 digital camera monitoring, a real-time police
notification alarm system and all doors in the lab have
the latest magnetic locking system with controlled
individual access.

Enzyme Labs provides game testing and technical support
services for most of the world’s largest game publishers and
developers from North America, Europe and Asia. We have
tested hundreds of titles on multiple console platforms, handheld devices, PC’s and Mac including some of the most popular
triple-A games on the market today.

Enzyme Labs
Head Office:

+1 (450) 229-9999
Europe

+33 1 70 61 57 20
Fax number:

+1 (450) 229-6660
General email:

info@enzyme.org
Website:

www.enzyme.org

